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superb comfort 
with the touch 
of luxury

actyvTM range
Our full range of support products designed specifically 
to enhance the feel of your existing chair... for those 
occasions when you just can’t take your Adapt® chair 
with you!

Our Actyv™ range of comfort products are constructed 
from only the finest materials. With supreme soft to 
touch fabrics and memory foam layers these products 
offer you superb comfort and that well deserved touch 
of luxury. 

designed 
with your 
comfort in 
mind

inflatableback support 
When easily adjustable back support is just what you 
need, our range of inflatable products will have you 
comfortable in seconds!

With a soft memory foam cover and robust air-cell insert   
our back supports provide individual comfort both 
horizontally or vertically. 
• Perfect for use on the road or in meetings

• Pump tubing can be cut to desired length

• Fully self-adjustable strap

seatwedge
11° tilt | dimensions: 40 cm x 40 cm

To assist with sitting for 
long  periods, this seat 
wedge will help maintain the 
spine in its natural position, 
significantly decreasing 
muscle fatigue and pain 
across the lower back.

coccyxcut 
out wedge 
11° tilt | dimensions: 40 cm x 40 cm

This wedge will gently 
rotate the pelvis forward 
to relieve  strain from the 
lower back.

comfycushion
dimensions: 42 cm x 42 cm x 10 cm

This sprung seat is coupled  
with a layer of Memory Foam to  
provide an extremely comfortable  
solution to a hard seating surface… 
think of a mini-mattress and you get the idea!

coccyxcomfort cushion
dimensions: 40 cm x 40 cm

This cushion is designed to relieve 
pressure to the coccyx area  
and can be placed on any seat  
surface. A Memory Foam top  
layer ensures maximum comfort.

d-roll
dimensions: 35cm x 14 cm x 10 cm

D-roll designed to support
the lower back when sitting
in a chair, in the car or at
home, this d-roll can help
encourage correct posture
by counteracting slouching.
Fully adjustable self-adjustable strap.

fabric and colours
Material: Camira Canopy Medium Hazard 

Colours:

Ocelot Platypus

Hyena Buffalo

to enhance the 
comfort of 
your existing 
chair

Dimensions:

Regular: 20 cm x 10 cm 

Large: 30 cm x 15 cm 

Reactive (3 cell): 30 cm x 30 

cm Vertical: 10 cm x 20 cm
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